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Abstract: An airline alliance is a group of member airlines that seek to achieve the same goals 

through routes and airports. Hence, airports’ connectivity plays an essential role in understanding 

the linkage between different markets, especially the impact of neighboring airports on focal air-

ports. An airline alliance airport network (AAAN) comprises airports as nodes and routes as edges. 

It could reflect a clear collaborative proportion within AAAN and competitive routes between 

AAANs. Recent studies adopted an airport- or route-centric perspective to evaluate the relationship 

between airline alliances and their member airlines; meanwhile, they mentioned that an airport 

community could provide valuable air transportation information because it considers the entire 

network structure, including the impacts of the direct and indirect routes. The objectives are to iden-

tify spatial patterns of market region in an airline alliance and characterize the differences among 

airline alliances (Oneworld, Star Alliance, and SkyTeam), including regions of collaboration, com-

petition, and dominance. Our results show that Star Alliance has the highest collaboration and in-

ternational market dominance among three airline alliances. The most competitive regions are Asia-

Pacific, West Asia, Europe, and North and Central America. The network approach we proposed 

identifies market characteristics, highlights the region of market advantages in the airline alliance, 

and also provides more insights for airline and airline alliances to extend their market share or ser-

vice areas. 
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1. Introduction 

In the highly competitive commercial air transportation market, airline alliances are 

groups that contain several member airlines seeking to achieve the same goals [1,2]. As a 

member of such an alliance, airlines can expand their networks and increase the frequency 

of their flights by collaborating with other member airlines; additionally, they can reduce 

the cost of their facilities, expansion, and marketing [3–5]. Airline alliances want to expand 

their market region and raise their market share; therefore, all member airlines within an 

airline alliance are from different countries (except for one particular case in the SkyTeam 

alliance). As mentioned above, airline alliance airport networks (AAANs), that is, global-

scale airport networks that are connected by member airline flights, are sizeable commer-

cial unions; there are currently three large airline alliances (Oneworld, Star Alliance, and 

SkyTeam) in the world. 

Market-related airline alliance studies have mainly focused on the traffic impact of 

member airlines [6], the advantages of code-sharing [7,8], the collaborative relationships 

within airline alliances, and the competitive relationships among airline alliances [9,10]; 

however, the studies have neglected to investigate the connectivity of airports within an 

airline alliance. Connectivity in the aviation market plays an essential role in linking one 

airport to another within a market. 
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In airport network studies, the focus is on the network properties of regional and 

worldwide airport networks; geographic, economic, and political approaches have been 

used to explain the patterns in these airport networks, including worldwide networks 

[11], Chinese airport networks [12,13], Brazilian airport networks [14], and economy-wide 

networks (e.g., European airport networks) [15]. However, collaborative and competitive 

routes have not been evaluated through network analysis. Network analysis considers the 

connectivity of airports and the market contributions of neighboring airports that will in-

fluence the regional market. Furthermore, Rocha [16] mentioned that the airport commu-

nity is a set of airports with high connections to each other, and could provide valuable 

information about the air transportation market because it considers the entire network 

structure, including the impacts of the direct and indirect routes. Therefore, the airline 

alliance airport networks have an important characteristic, all member airlines within an 

airline alliance have relatively consistent commercial targets, and the market characteris-

tics (collaborative and competitive) are comprised of flights and destinations in the spe-

cific regions; therefore, using a network approach could enhance understanding of the 

market layout. 

The objective of this study is to utilize the concept of airport community to under-

stand the spatial patterns of the market region in an airline alliance and characterize the 

differences between airline alliances (Oneworld, Star Alliance, and SkyTeam), including 

regions of collaboration, competition, and dominance. It could improve the understand-

ing of the spatial characteristics of the market regions of the three airline alliances. 

2. Data 

Flight schedule data were gathered from the Innovata 2017 flight database [17], 

which covers approximately 99% of available flight schedule data. The airport database 

used was OpenFlights.org for the location information of each airport, including IATA 

code, airport name, city, country, longitude, and latitude. For each airline alliance, we ex-

tracted all destination airports as nodes and routes as edges to form the alliance’s AAAN. 

The number of flights in 2017 for each route is the weight of each edge in the AAAN; in 

other words, the weight of each route is not equal. A route with a higher number of flights 

has a higher weight of the edge. Overall, there are 1830 destinations and 10,825 routes 

among the three airline alliances. 

3. Methods 

The methods consist of three parts: first, we identify the airport community as high-

density market regions with the Infomap algorithm and highlight important airports by 

their PageRank values; second, all airport communities are classified into domestic and 

international airport communities according to the proportion of airport nationalities 

within an airport community; finally, we evaluate three major metrics to measure the col-

laborative proportion within an airline alliance, dominant routes between airline alli-

ances, and competitive routes among airline alliances. 

3.1. Identifying Market Regions in Each Airline Alliance 

We adopt the Infomap algorithm, which is recognized as a widely used community 

detection method [18,19], to delineate airport communities characterized by high interac-

tions between airports and flights. Infomap utilizes a random walk to calculate the fre-

quency of flights between one airport and another within an airport network and gathers 

neighboring airports with a high frequency of flights connecting them into an airport com-

munity [20]. Then, the algorithm merges airport communities based on the number of 

flights connecting them to other airport communities. The concept of Infomap is to mini-

mize the entropy of overall possible airport communities L(M) as Equation (1). 
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where �(�) is the frequency-weighted average entropy of across-airport communities, 

and �(��) is the frequency-weighted average entropy within an airport community i. 

The �↷ is the probability of exiting (and entering) airport community i, and �↻
�  is the 

probability of visiting the airports within the airport community. The entropy is measured 

by a random variable X with the frequencies pi in the n states �(�)  =  − ∑ �����(��)�
� . 

Therefore, the optimization of Infomap is to minimize the probability of an airport 

connecting to another airport in the other airport community so that the airports within 

an airport community could have high connections with each other. The Infomap algo-

rithm is used to partition the directed and weighted complex network into several hierar-

chical communities that have higher within-community interactions than cross-commu-

nity interactions. We select the layer containing the number of airport communities closest 

to the number of member airlines to characterize market regions within an airline alliance. 

PageRank represents the probability of landing at a particular airport when starting 

from any airport in the AAAN [21]. Therefore, a higher PageRank value represents a 

higher probability of arriving at that specific airport; in other words, the PageRank value 

of an airport could reflect the hub characteristic because an airport has a large number of 

flights from different origins. 

3.2. Categorizing the Type of Market Regions 

The airport communities of each AAAN are categorized as one of two types of mar-

ket regions, domestic or international, based on the nationality proportion of the airports 

within the airport community. We use the number of countries within an airport commu-

nity to distinguish between domestic and international airport communities. If 50% of the 

airports within an airport community are in the same country, we regard this as a domes-

tic airport community; otherwise, it is an international airport community. Additionally, 

all member countries in the European Union (EU) are regarded as comprising a single 

region because they have more economic, political, and trade relationships with each 

other than with other countries outside the EU. 

3.3. Characterizing Airline Alliances 

Three types of market characteristics in airline alliance markets were identified 

through the airport community concept: collaborative proportion within each airline alli-

ance, dominant routes between each airline alliance, and competitive routes among airline 

alliances. 

3.3.1. Collaborative Proportions 

An international airport community demonstrates the strength of connection be-

tween member airlines, so it could indicate and highlight the frequent connections to pre-

sent the collaboration between member airlines. The frequent connections could offer 

multiple choices for passengers in flexible travel planning to increase the revenue of mem-

ber airlines [22]. On the other side, member airlines could share the ground staff, ground 

facilities, and maintenance service to decrease operation costs [3,23]. Hence, the size of an 

international airport community could be regarded as representing a collaborative propor-

tion in an AAAN. The level of collaboration is determined by calculating the proportion of 

the number of airports in all international airport communities to the total number of air-

ports through which the airline alliance operates, which quantitatively illustrates the extent 

of collaboration between two airlines within the alliance as Equation (2). 

������������� ���������� =  
���

����

��

, (2)
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where ���
���� is the number of airports in all international airport communities of airline 

alliance � and �� is the number of airports in airline alliance �. 

The collaborative proportion reflects the amount of collaboration within an airline 

alliance. We also use the network density of each airport community to represent the col-

laborative density between member airlines, which can indicate the connectivity between 

destinations within an international airport community. A high connectivity density indi-

cates that most airports are connected to each other (maximum value is one). In other 

words, this metric could show the connectivity of international routes, and better connec-

tivity raises the convenience in cross-country traveling. Also, it improves the passenger 

capacity and competitiveness in this region [22]. 

3.3.2. Dominant and Competitive Routes 

We quantify the level of competition between airline alliances based on the overlap-

ping distribution of flight routes and define it through two more market characterizations: 

dominant and competitive routes. In general, the dominant and competitive routes are 

defined by the number of airlines in a specific route. The greater and smaller number of 

airlines indicate a competitive and dominant route, respectively [24,25]. Along with this 

concept, we implement the overlapping routes of airport communities between airline 

alliances to identify these two market characteristics. A dominant route (DR) is defined as 

Equation (3), 

∃! � ∶  ��(��→�) ≡ ���
� = ���

�
. (3) 

Here, i and j are the departure and arrival airports with the route ��→�, while ���
�  

and ���
�

 are the airport communities of the airline alliance m to which the airports i 

and j belong. Within an airline alliance, a dominant route arises when any two connected 

airports with a route belong to the same airport community. True with the three airline 

alliances, a route connecting two airports of one airport community is called a competitive 

route (CR). It is defined as Equation (4), 

∃��→�: �����→�� ≡ ���
� = ���

�
, 

 � ∈ {��������, ���� ��������, �������}. 
(4) 

4. Results 

4.1. Market Regions of the Three Airline Alliances 

In Table 1, the flight statistics of the three airline alliances are summarized. Code-

share flights are excluded because double-counting would lead to an incorrect number of 

flights. The data shows that Star Alliance has the widest market layout, the largest market 

share, and the highest number of member airlines, destinations, routes, and flights among 

the three airline alliances. Overall, these three airline alliances have a 57% market share of 

the entire aviation market. 

Table 1. Overview of three main airline alliances in 2017*. 

Attributes Oneworld Star Alliance SkyTeam 

Number of airlines 14 27 20 

Number of flag carri-

ers 
10 21 15 

Number of destina-

tions 
935 1199 1048 

Number of routes 4862 8813 6763 

Number of flights 1,172,780 1,988,715 1,815,943 

Market share * 16% 22% 19% 

* Data source is the “Traveler Numbers Reach New Heights” section on the IATA webpage [26]. 
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As shown in Figure 1, Oneworld, Star Alliance, and SkyTeam have similar major 

market regions: Asian, European, and American. However, the share of these three 

AAANs in each major market is different. Star Alliance operates the most extensive mar-

ket among the three. SkyTeam focuses on the market in Asia and Europe (overall propor-

tion: 80%) rather than the Pacific area. Oneworld has a relatively average distribution 

across the three major markets but does not operate in the African area. 

 

Figure 1. Regional market share of carriers in each AAAN ((a): Oneworld; (b): Star Alliance; (c): SkyTeam). 

4.2. Airport Communities in the Three Airline Alliances 

In Table 2, we select the first layer of Oneworld, the second layer of Star Alliance, and 

the second layer of SkyTeam to represent the market layout based on the number of air-

port communities in each layer. 

Table 2. The number of airport communities in each airline alliance. 

 Oneworld Star Alliance SkyTeam 

1st layer 22 (16 + oth) 3 2 

2nd layer 879 31 (18 + oth) 27 (16 + oth) 

3rd layer 935 1126 1108 

4th layer --- 1199 ---- 

The values inside the parentheses represent the number of airport communities in which the num-

ber of airports is equal to or larger than 10; those airport communities that have fewer than 10 air-

ports are grouped as one airport community and are called other airport communities (oth). 

Our result shows that the number of airport communities in the Oneworld network 

is similar to the number of member airlines; however, the numbers of airport communities 

in the Star Alliance and SkyTeam networks are much lower than the number of member 

airlines each alliance has. This phenomenon indicates that the operation regions of the 

member airlines within an airline alliance have considerable overlap; therefore, the con-

nectivity and interaction between airports is enlarged and enhanced. In contrast, the op-

eration region of each member airline of the Oneworld alliance has less overlap, which 

means that the connectivity between different member airlines is relatively lower than 

that within each member airline. 

4.3. The Market Layout of an Airline Alliance 

Oneworld is mainly concentrated in the American and European markets (Figure 2a) 

because the airport node size and flight concentration of these two regions are much larger 

than those of the other regions. Notably, Oneworld is focused on a few Asian regions, and 

these market regions, such as Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, West Asia, and 

Australia, are relatively geographically distant from each other. In contrast to Oneworld, 

both Star Alliance and SkyTeam are focused not only on the Asian market but also on the 

American and European markets (Figure 2b,c). Overall, the market layout of Star Alliance 

and SkyTeam in terms of spatial distribution is more homogenous than that of Oneworld. 

In the Asia-Pacific market, Star Alliance and SkyTeam have larger airport nodes, 

higher flight concentrations, and more airport communities than Oneworld. The largest 
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airport communities in both of these airline alliances are comprised of Chinese airports. 

Remarkably, the Chinese airports within SkyTeam’s airport community have relatively 

higher importance than those in Star Alliance’s airport community because SkyTeam has 

two Chinese airlines (China Southern Airlines and China Eastern Airlines). 

Oneworld and SkyTeam both have only one airport community in North America; 

however, Star Alliance has three airport communities there: two of them are mainly com-

posed of airports in Canada, and the last comprises mainly airports in the United States. 

In terms of the member airline composition of these alliances, Oneworld and SkyTeam 

each have only one North American airline (Oneworld: American Airlines; SkyTeam: 

Delta Airlines), but there are two North American airlines in Star Alliance (Air Canada 

and United Airlines). United States air transportation is characterized by a high traffic 

volume and a well-developed airport network, both of which enhance the country’s inter-

nal connectivity; furthermore, North American airlines are uniformly distributed among 

the three airline alliances. Hence, the political boundaries of the United States could be 

considered to demarcate one airport community. 

In Latin America, Oneworld has the largest number of airport communities and co-

vers most of the South American countries; Star Alliance only has two airport communi-

ties but still covers most of the major airports in Latin American countries. The LATAM 

Airlines Group, the largest airline group in Latin America, is part of Oneworld, which is 

the main operator in South American countries (e.g., Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Paraguay); 

Star Alliance has the second-largest airline in Latin America, Avianca, which serves most 

of the Central American market (e.g., Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, and 

Guatemala). 
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the airport communities in each airline alliance: (a) Oneworld, (b) Star Alliance, and (c) 

SkyTeam. The node colors represent airport communities; the node sizes are PageRank values, which refer to the im-

portance of airports in terms of their landing probability; the circle and square node style demonstrate the domestic and 

international airport community, respectively. The lines represent routes. 

4.4. Domestic and International Airport Communities 

As shown in Figure 2, which depicts the spatial distribution of domestic airport com-

munities for each AAAN, we find that each continent has numerous domestic airport 

communities, and slight differences occur when an airline alliance has a member airline 

located a long distance away from the primary market; for example, Oneworld has PJSC 

Siberia Airlines (Russia), Qantas (Australia), Malaysia Airlines (Malaysia), and the 

LATAM Airlines Group (South America); Star Alliance has Air India (India); SkyTeam 

has Garuda Indonesia Airlines (Indonesia) and Aerolineas Argentinas (Argentina). 

Overall, the common characteristic among the domestic airport communities of these 

three AAANs is that they are located in geographically large countries (e.g., United States, 

Russia, and China), isolated regions (geographically far from other airport communities 

in the AAAN, e.g., Australia, New Zealand, and Indonesia), or have a well-developed and 

robust domestic airport network within their respective countries (e.g., Japan and Vi-

etnam). 

There are significantly fewer international airport communities (the average is four) 

than domestic airport communities (the average is 12.67) because domestic connections 
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are the primary factor constituting an airport community. International airport communi-

ties show relatively high connectivity between countries, and these communities’ airports 

are usually the major airports in each country, which could be regarded as gateways to 

the important airports of other countries. 

The Star Alliance airport community in Central America is worth mentioning here. 

As we noted before, the airport communities of Oneworld and SkyTeam in Latin America 

are domestic airport communities, but interestingly, the airport community of Star Alli-

ance is an international community. One of Star Alliance’s Latin American member air-

lines is Avianca, which primarily serves destinations in Central and South America (for 

example, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, and Guatemala). The geographic 

size of countries in Central America is relatively small, so these countries have a limited 

number of airports; as a result, most of the connections inside this airport community are 

international, which is why the airport community of Star Alliance in Central America is 

an international community. 

4.5. Quantifying Collaborative Proportions 

In Table 3, the international airport communities with a low network density (<0.1) 

mainly appear in countries that do not have enough airports within the country (e.g., some 

countries in West Asia and Africa); as a result, the number of international connections is 

much higher than the number of domestic connections. The international airport commu-

nities with high network density (>0.1) are characterized by high connectivity across dif-

ferent countries (e.g., Asia-Pacific and America); for instance, most of the major airports 

in the Asia-Pacific area (Oneworld: the 3rd airport community; Star Alliance: the 16th air-

port community; SkyTeam: the 14th airport community) are strongly connected because 

the number of flights and network density there are relatively higher. Table 4 shows that 

Star Alliance has the highest level of collaboration among the three airline alliances. 

Table 3. Network density of international airport communities. 

Airline Alli-

ance 

Community 

ID 1 

No. of Air-

ports 2 

No. of Flights 
3 

Density 4 Region 5 

Oneworld 3 43 210,468 0.090 Asia-Pacific 

 5 75 177,341 0.035 West Asia 

 15 14 32,108 0.143 South Asia 

Star Alliance 3 78 439,007 0.052 
Central Amer-

ica 

 7 98 324,716 0.035 West Asia 

 9 49 151,077 0.070 South Africa 

 13 24 65,060 0.130 North Africa 

 14 37 94,187 0.056 East Africa 

 16 44 256,936 0.116 Asia-Pacific 

SkyTeam 3 64 270,711 0.090 West Asia 

 10 34 60,613 0.098 East Africa 

 14 37 92,213 0.105 Asia-Pacific 
1 The ID of the airport community in each airline alliance. 2 The number of airports within an air-

port community. 3 The number of flights in the specific airport community. 4 Network density of 

each airport community. 5 The location of the airport community. 

Table 4. Collaborative proportions of the three airline alliances. 

Airline Alliance Oneworld Star Alliance SkyTeam 

Number of airports 132 330 135 

Collaborative propor-

tion 
14.54% 28.62% 12.56% 
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4.6. Dominant Routes on Routes among Airline Alliances 

A dominant market position is indicated by the fact that only one airline alliance 

considers the departure and arrival airports with a route to be in the same market. Ac-

cording to Table 5, Star Alliance is the most dominant airline alliance out of all three alli-

ances. First, the destination countries of Star Alliance are widely distributed throughout 

the world (=114), and the alliance has market dominance on the highest number of routes 

(=1109) among the three airline alliances; second, Star Alliance has more international im-

pact caused by the relatively high proportion of international routes on which it has an 

international market position (=30.21%); nevertheless, it has market dominance on higher 

numbers of both domestic and international routes than SkyTeam and Oneworld. 

Table 5. Descriptive statistics on the market dominance of each airline alliance. 

 Oneworld Star Alliance SkyTeam 

Total number of 

countries 
77 114 103 

Total routes with 

market dominance 
591 1109 1102 

Domestic routes with 

market dominance 

(%) 

421 (71.24%) 774 (69.79%) 772 (70.05%) 

International routes 

with market domi-

nance (%) 

170 (28.76%) 335 (30.21%) 330 (29.95%) 

 

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of market dominance for each airline alliance. 

Oneworld primarily serves the region from India to Europe and connects the United 

States and Central America. Star Alliance shows a strong presence in the European, North 

American, Latin American, and Chinese markets. SkyTeam focuses on the Chinese, Euro-

pean, and North American markets and the inter-continental region (from North America 

to Europe and from Europe to Africa). 
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of market dominance of each airline alliance ((a) Oneworld; (b) Star Alliance; (c) SkyTeam). 

The nodes illustrate the airport locations. The yellow and green lines represent the domestic and international routes, 

respectively. 
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4.7. Competitive Routes among Airline Alliances 

A competitive market is one in which the departure and arrival airports are both 

within one market region in each of the airline alliances. The results show that competitive 

markets are distributed across 83 countries with 3111 routes, where the number of domes-

tic routes and international routes is 2675 (85.99%) and 436 (14.01%), respectively. 

As shown in Figure 4, the spatial distribution of competitive domestic markets is 

across three major regions: North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. While the interna-

tional competitive markets are across four regions: North/Central America, Europe, West 

Asia, and Asia-Pacific. Remarkably, the United States has the largest number of domestic 

competitive routes (=2288, 85.53% of the dominant competitive routes). 

 

 

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of competitive markets across the entire airline alliance market: (a) domestic and (b) inter-

national competitive markets. The nodes illustrate the airport locations. The yellow and green lines represent the domestic 

and international routes, respectively. 

5. Discussion 

This study uses the airport community concept to reveal the market regions of each 

airline alliance; besides, it classifies all airport communities into two types: domestic or 

international airport communities. International airport communities are quantitatively 
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characterized by collaborative proportions between the member airlines of each airline 

alliance, and the collaboration regions of each airline alliance are illustrated. We further 

utilize the overlapping routes of airport communities between airline alliances to identify 

the regions in which each airline alliance has market dominance and the most competitive 

regions among the three airline alliances. We find that Star Alliance has the highest level 

of collaboration and the international market dominance among the three airline alliances. 

The most competitive regions are Asia-Pacific, West Asia, Europe, and North/Central 

America. Remarkably, the three market characteristics that we propose to characterize 

market regions are similar to those emerging from the results of market investigations and 

previous studies. The following discussion covers the significance of the airport commu-

nity, the characteristics of domestic and international airport communities, the collabora-

tive proportions between member airlines within an airline alliance, the regional market 

dominance of each airline alliance, the competitive routes among airline alliances, the pos-

sible implications of this work for airline alliance strategies, and the limitations of the 

study and, finally, offers a summary. 

The airport community concept plays an important role in identifying the regions of 

collaboration of each airline alliance, the regions of market dominance of each airline alli-

ance, and the most competitive regions among the three airline alliances. Previous studies 

have usually adopted the airport or route perspective to evaluate how airline alliances 

affect passenger volume, air fares, traffic factors, or market shares. However, those studies 

have neglected the neighboring airports of the focal airports and routes, and this might 

bias the results or evaluation because the market contributions of neighboring airports 

will influence the regional market. Burghouwt and Veldhuis [25] use the connectivity con-

cept to measure the dominant hubs and market share of each airline alliance in the trans-

atlantic market. Pitfield [27] reports that airline alliances have different impacts on the 

traffic and market shares of six specific European–US routes. As shown in Figure 2 and 

Tables 3–5, our results show that both US and European regions have several airport com-

munities; in other words, the airports in these regions have different market characteris-

tics due to the impact of neighboring airports. Hence, comparing airports from different 

airport communities may yield inconsistent insights on market characteristics. We further 

apply the airport community concept to assess three important market characteristics (col-

laborative, dominant, and competitive metrics) based on the connectivity between air-

ports and demonstrate the market structure of each airline alliance. As a result, the iden-

tified airport communities of each airline alliance could be regarded as constitutive of ge-

ographic and behavioral segmentation because both spatial distribution patterns and 

high-concentration airport networks are compressed into our concept. 

We find that domestic airport communities are the most common community type 

among the three airline alliances. Countries that have a vast territory, high domestic de-

mand, or strict aviation regulations [15,28] tend to form domestic airport communities 

[27]. People who live in a geographically large country need to take domestic flights to 

travel long distances within the country. This may be the reason that such large countries 

usually have high-density domestic airports that are highly connected to each other with 

high passenger flows [29]; this phenomenon is similar to that revealed in a previous study 

that uses the domestic airport network concept [30]. Hence, the domestic airport commu-

nity construct is suitable for characterizing large countries with high domestic demand 

within an AAAN. 

Compared to the number of domestic airport communities, we find that the number 

of international airport communities among the three airline alliances is lower because the 

domestic connections are much more than international connections within an airline al-

liance [31]. Besides, the countries have small domestic markets or strong trade or tourism 

connections with surrounding countries (e.g., low population, lack of domestic airports, 

or a small territory) [32]. Our results show that all three airline alliances have an interna-

tional airport community in the Asia-Pacific region, which is the most competitive region 

according to an annual report from OAG [24]. Therefore, the size of international airport 
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communities can be regarded as arising from collaborative proportions between member 

airlines. In such regions of an international airport community, a member airline may 

want to increase the flight frequency on a certain route through increasing flight frequency 

to encourage passengers to buy tickets because the airline in question is more convenient 

or offers more options and flexibility for passengers in planning their trips. In addition, 

passengers can travel much more easily to inland areas of other countries via domestic 

flights on another member airline. Countries that include international airport communi-

ties have high connectivity with other countries. As a result, the international airport com-

munity construct is appropriate for highlighting such collaboration between regions. 

The number of flights, member airlines, and destinations are crucial factors that affect 

the emergence of international airline collaborations. Such collaborations attempt to en-

hance the regional impact of the airlines involved by increasing the number of flights in 

the region; more specifically, the airlines can adopt code-share flights to win customers 

on both sides of the collaboration [33]. We find that Star Alliance has the highest level of 

collaboration among its member airlines, followed by Oneworld and SkyTeam [34,35]. 

This result is consistent with that of Zou and Chen [36], who show that Star Alliance has 

the largest number of flights and the highest percentage of code-sharing member airlines 

of the three airline alliances. Star Alliance has the largest number of member airlines and 

flights and the widest variety of routes; therefore, the member airlines have a higher prob-

ability of collaborating with each other. Additionally, the member airlines of Star Alliance 

come from different continents. By mapping the spatial distribution of the international 

airport community, we further show that the three airline alliances have a common inter-

national airport community in the Asia-Pacific area, which indicates that this region is an 

important region of collaboration because of its high competitiveness. As a result, the in-

ternational airport community is suitable for identifying collaboration within each airline 

alliance. 

Each airline alliance has its own market region [37]. Each alliance’s composition of 

member airlines by country is different, and the domestic flights of each member airline 

within an airline alliance are different from the domestic flights of the other two airline 

alliances. For example, all airline alliances have a member airline from the United States; 

however, each airline has its own hubs and the number of flights on specific routes, which 

is why each airline alliance’s member airline from the United States has a different spatial 

distribution of the market region in our results. Moreover, each member airline within an 

airline alliance has different partner airlines in the surrounding countries and connections 

of different strengths with its partner airlines; this affects the formulation of each market 

region. In addition to serving different destinations, the alliances also have a different 

number of flights on each route so that they each have relative market dominance in dif-

ferent regions [38]. Our result shows that each airline alliance has its dominant regions; 

for instance, Star Alliance has a relatively high market impact on Central America, which 

is similar to the market statistics from CAPA [39]. Moreover, we find that Star Alliance 

has market dominance for a higher number of routes than the other two airline alliances; 

in other words, Star Alliance has a higher market share than the others, which is consistent 

with a market report from IATA [26]. The proposed dominant market characteristic using 

the airport community construct is suitable for evaluating dominant routes between air-

line alliances and for demonstrating the spatial distribution of the dominant market of 

each airline alliance. 

According to our results, international competitive routes among airline alliances 

highlight the important market areas, which are distributed in the North American, Asia-

Pacific, West Asian, European, and Central American regions, as well as some regions in 

Africa. Interestingly, the network structure of competitive regions resembles a complete 

network; therefore, these regions have a high concentration flow between them. Previous 

studies have focused on the European and North American markets [40,41]; however, re-

cent aviation reports indicate that Africa (5.1%), West Asia (4.8%), Asia-Pacific (4.7%), 
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Latin America (3.8%), North America (2.8%), and Europe (2.5%) are major potential mar-

ket regions with high annual growth rates in passenger volume [42,43]. The top ten most 

competitive international routes have been found to be located in the Asia-Pacific region 

[24], consistent with our results. The domestic market of the United States is highly com-

petitive, which is similar to the IATA report [26]. The methods proposed based on the 

airport community concept are workable for identifying the most competitive regions 

among the three airline alliances. 

The presence of a domestic airport community indicates that most of the passengers 

traveling through those airports are from the same region or country. This indicates that 

flights between these airports are more frequent than flights between other airports. From 

a market perspective, all member airlines that operate flights within such an airport com-

munity need to adapt to the culture and language of the region (e.g., local customer pref-

erences) to attract customers [44,45]. International airport communities are areas of high 

connectivity, which indicates that most of the passengers traveling through these airports 

take advantage of the airports to connect to other countries, but the number of connections 

(usually international) within the airport community is much higher than the number of 

domestic connections. Hence, member airlines could design some cross-country market-

ing strategies (e.g., advertisements featuring imagery from the different countries or cities 

in the airport community) and provide in-flight cross-country services (e.g., arrangements 

for cabin crew to provide multilingual services and translations) based on the included 

countries [46]. 

This study has some limitations. First, we use the number of flights to estimate the 

concentration flow of a route due to the lack of actual passenger data; thus, a large number 

of flights with low passengers might overestimate the importance of a specific airport. 

Second, there is no flight status of each flight in our dataset, so that the interaction between 

airport communities or within an airport community might be slightly different due to 

flight cancellation (e.g., wars, mechanical problems, or other reasons). Third, the market 

of airports with a high proportion of connecting flights might be overestimated because 

the connecting flights cannot be differentiated in our dataset. Fourth, some international 

airport communities (e.g., the international airport community of Star Alliance in Central/ 

South America) present an airport community of a single member airline. These member 

airlines could gather passengers from different countries to other regions; thus, they play 

a complementarity role among member airlines. 

6. Conclusions 

We have differentiated the market layout of three airline alliances and classified all 

their airport communities into two types: domestic and international. A domestic airport 

community usually appears in those countries that have a vast territory, high domestic 

demand, or strict aviation regulations. On the other side, an international airport commu-

nity appears in those countries that have small domestic markets or strong trade or tour-

ism connections with surrounding countries. Moreover, we have evaluated three types of 

market regions (collaborative, dominant, and competitive) within the airline alliance mar-

ket based on the airport community concept. The ranking and spatial distribution of the 

collaborative proportion and dominant routes of each airline alliance as well as the com-

petitive routes among all airline alliances, are determined and highlighted. Star Alliance 

has the highest level of collaboration among its member airlines and market dominance 

for a higher number of routes than the other two airline alliances. The spatial distribution 

of dominant routes in each airline alliance shows that each airline alliance has its own 

market region. Remarkably, the most competitive domestic routes concentrate on the 

United States, while the international routes are distributed in the North American, Asia-

Pacific, West Asian, European, and Central American regions. The concept of the airport 

community is not only used for identifying the collaborative, dominant, and competitive 

regions of the three airline alliances. Furthermore, the international airport community 
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could highlight potential service and marketing opportunities because it represents fre-

quent international routes. Our findings might prove useful for airline market operators 

(in terms of planning new routes, adjusting the frequency of flights on a route, or engaging 

in public relations campaign activities) and airline alliances (in terms of decision-making 

about adding new partner airlines or adjusting development goals for the organization) 

to extend their market share or service area through an alternative approach. 
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